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Abstract 

     For more than 2000 years Shiraz has been celebrated as the heartland of Persian culture 

and has become synonymous with education, nightingales and poetry. Writings have an 

effective impact in communication world and have caused for many cultural records to be 

created. Calligraphy effect on art in Shiraz is the main purpose to be studied in this work. 

Studied books, cultural and art work from Shiraz school are limited; calligraphy has been 

used to page setting and cover creating for them. In this paper following a research project 

processing some images, we pay to the effects of calligraphy and amount of its using through 

book industry in Shiraz school. 
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Introduction 

     Despite a history of change and development in line again today in the daily life of In the 

context of the history of the line, is used. Iran's vast territory of the ancient cradle Meeting 

point of different cultures and different civilizations and thus refers to the status of various 

languages Branches talented and versatile line is, this is no exception, but our research in this 

area is very incomplete and brief. Calligraphy is a fun craft to learn, as well as a useful one. 

Far from being an obsolete skill, more and more people today are picking up the pen and 

creating their own greeting cards, wedding invitations, fine art projects, and even creating 

their own computer fonts. Calligraphy is not an expensive craft to learn. With some basic pen 

supplies and papers you can immediately begin learning how to create beautiful letters. 

Calligraphy can be written with any wide chisel-shaped tool, whether it’s a pen, a felt, or the 

reed from a musical instrument! The key is the chisel-shaped edge used to make the letters. 

By holding the chisel edge at a consistent angle and moving it around your paper, it will 

create thin and thick lines automatically for you. The three main types of pens used in 

calligraphy are the traditional dip pen, a cartridge style pen, and a felt tip pen. Try each to see 

what you’re most comfortable with across a variety of uses. For practicing and planning 

pieces it’s handy to whip out some text with a felt pen, while expressive works and works 

needing a wide range of nib widths would work better with a dip style pen. A cartridge style 

pen is handy for long pieces of text that need consistent letters because you just load it up and 

start writing. Particular skills were developed for Arabic calligraphy, miniatures and 

bookbinding. The people who worked in making books were called Warraqin or paper 

professionals. The Arabs made books lighter—sewn with silk and bound with leather covered 
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paste boards, they had a flap that wrapped the book up when not in use. As paper was less 

reactive to humidity, the heavy boards were not needed. The production of books became a 

real industry and cities like Marrakech, Morocco, had a street named Kutubiyyin or book 

sellers, which contained more than 100 bookshops in the 12th century. The famous 

Koutoubia Mosque is named so because of its location on this street. Because the Qur'an 

itself was considered a sacred object, in order to beautify the book containing the holy 

scripture, a culture of calligraphy and lavish bookbinding developed.  

 

An overview of libraries in the 0591s 

     There was a major growth in the number of libraries in Iran after World War II. By the 

end of the 0591s there were about 95 special, college and public libraries in Iran (Ta’avoni, 

0551; The Board of Trustees of Public Libraries, 0550). There were also several private 

libraries, which were opened to the public. Also, a number of libraries were established by 

foreign institutions and were staffed with foreign professional librarians. Among these were 

the British Council library, the Abraham Lincoln Library, and those of the Iran-American 

Societies in Tehran and Kermanshah (Homayoun-Farroukh, 0599).  

   The curriculum taught the elements of library science, with emphasis on cataloguing. Some 

years later, a number of students who enrolled in these courses continued their education in 

LIS in the US, took higher degrees, and played prominent roles in the development of 

librarianship in Iran on their return. The University of Tehran established a short course from 

October 0591 to April 0599 . The course was also sponsored by the American Specialist 

Program and the Smith-Mundt Act Brewster (0599). Lacking references to modern 

librarianship, the curriculum included lectures on the history of books, calligraphy and the 

alphabet, bibliography, and the cataloguing of Persian manuscripts only. A similar course 

was 

offered in Shiraz University in 0599. Nevertheless, the presence of qualified American 

professional librarians and educators encouraged some Iranian undergraduates and graduates 

to pursue their library studies in Western universities (particularly American universities) 

where they sought higher degrees. Library education offered by foreigners in short courses in 

the period 0591 until 0599 were not without difficulties. Gaver, for example, stated that one 

of the problems was the failure of students who graduated from short courses to distinguish 

between the promotion of librarianship suitable to local and national needs and librarianship 

based solely on American principles and experience. She added that the danger was that the 

graduates of short courses tended to apply solutions to local Iranian problems, such as 

Americans might apply in their libraries (Gaver, 0591). Akers (0599) observed that most 

students participating in the library workshop were graduates of intermediate high schools. 

This kind of student lacked the basic competencies needed by librarians to become effective 

librarians. Lohrer (0595) believed that one of the problems was that students who had 

graduated from short courses were given the title of librarian. She added that in a country like 

Iran where there were no job descriptions and job classifications, this might cause a certain 

tension among library staff. 

 

 

Iran's pre-Islamic calligraphy 

     To make the calligraphy of ancient history dating from the beginning of the era farthest 

aware It's not fair to comment on the tablets of our kings. 
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Image.1  Darius at Persepolis tablets gold was discovered in the Persian and Babylonian Anshan, Museum of 

Iran 

 

   The first study in this area by Hatem Ali titled "Responding to questions from the sociology 

of art" (2004) was carried out in this paper from the perspective of the sociology of art, 

patron of art, the artist and the world are one. And supporters of the arts, the culture and 

beliefs of the audience, with the moral and financial support, His vision induced. Other issues 

raised in this paper that the artist reflects historical circumstances, Social science, education, 

and other factors. Art reflects the ability of a society and inevitably Values and norms of 

society, manifested in art. In common with the thesis of this paper is to investigate Art 

approach to the sociology of art and the art of communication and co-operation of standing 

supporter of the arts in This worldview. The difference is that at the end of a sociological 

perspective, we just art Calligraphy paid, but the article is about the sociology of art in 

general is discussed. 

   Other related research article of Culture (Proceedings of the Congress of the master 

planning process Mirza Ahmad, Mohammad Safi et al., 2012) as "a historical perspective on 

the art of calligraphy sociological, the social base of Professor Ahmed Neyriz" culture in this 

approach, the sociology of art, calligraphy and places of historical and social space planning 

professor Ahmed reed artist deals. The similarity of this research study, selection approach 

with the historical sociology of art - the art of calligraphy is cognitive. 

 

 

History of art in the Safavid period 

      New style emerged in the field of art illuminated manuscripts and illustrations. The 

overall evolution of the art of illustration in this period will be easier to follow. In the first 
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decades of this century, the style bread Trkma in illumination, which is more than forty years 

ago in Tabriz and Shiraz were common, gradually gave way to a new style that combines art 

and Timurids and the Turkmen distinctly first Safavi was handwritten. At this time, the 

illumination illuminated Korans and other religious texts, there were minor differences. 

   For lack of any convincing explanation of Quranic Trqym scribes these works there, but 

unlike these cases, nonreligious works of these artists are usually the writing and dated. Most 

of the manuscripts without the name of the scribe Shiraz, the city of Herat, one of the most 

important centers in the tenth century AD was a compilation of handwritten books. 

 

 

 
Figure2 index, the Qur'an to Muhammad Ali Mostofi Shiraz Mirza Muzaffar al-Din Shah's order book is in line 

Mohammad Shafi Arsanjani, scribe of 1322, the source image Golestan Palace. 

 

 

Page setting of Books through Shiraz School 

     Page setting in book industry has an important place in science world, why it is an 

effective impact to transfer the authors' ideas for the readers. In Shiraz schools, this is a 

basics fundamental concept to perfume learning processes. Innovation and an art view and 

interest should be used associated to book publishing through the industry. Place of writing 

texts rather than images and pictures in pages of book and type of writing the texts appoints 

kind of this interest kind through the industry. We could observe some used kinds of page 

setting through Shiraz school book industry.  
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Figure3 Texts & images in page setting and cover setting of the books 

   Of course the text in the page including images should be related or about them. However, 

it would be a margin of the page describing the image in the page. We should be careful 

about art gift and innovations presenting page setting through book writing to transfer ideas 

to readers and prove them. This has an art-scientific effect on the readers and a meaningful 

impact through the industry. 
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Kind of calligraphy font in the page on the book cover or through pages of a book has an art-

scientific effect to recognize the idea and proving the meaningful concepts for the readers. 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure4 Font and place of calligraphy texts in the page of a book 

 

Conclusion 

     When watching book pages from old ages, we could find affect and importance of the 

calligrapher purpose to do the main idea creating the work –transferring the concept- and this 

main belief of page setting and beauty making on the work. The calligrapher has been 
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mentioned as a kind and respectful person in creating the cultural and scientific work to effect 

on readers deeply. This artist is creating the work in the record as the calligraphy effect with 

appropriate images to make self-good idea. We could conclude that the calligrapher wants to 

make a beautiful work to influence culturally with a literature affect historically, so his/her 

purpose in mind cover is very important. 
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